Dear Tim and Bas

Hopefully we will meet on Monday because I really need to discuss with you many things of course but I would like already react about your press line.

- Each time you select names in your addresses mail which don't have anything to do with neither press communications nor Kosovo.
- I don't understand why those press line are not discussed with the desks in EXL (maybe it is??) but also in Paris before sending them to everyone through MSF network?? According to media overcoverage of this crisis and the really sensitive context, all the press lines should be discussed together before publication.
- press line/2nd of February: I really become more and more afraid by what you call MSF press line!!!!
Last time it was about "against or for" NATO intervention, Today it is about "MSF appeals to the parties in Kosovo to find a negotiated solution"!!
Tomorro it will be "MSF appeals to stop the war"!!!!

What is its role and specificity? If we don’t have anything else to say about the population, the medical situation, the medical staff etc etc... I am worrying a lot about why we are there???

So, next time thanks for sending us BEFORE your press line.

thanks and take care
Graziella